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OSCO Representatives
to the Nationals:
Liam Applegate,
Elizabeth Braddy,
Raymond Jiang,
Ryan Amburgy.
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A big issue this time. Enjoy!

SPRING CHESS:
THREE CHAMPIONSHIP
EVENTS IN APRIL
April 2022 was a busy chess month in Oklahoma, with
three notable events to kick off the chess season —
•
•
•

OSCO Scholastic Championships
Oklahoma Senior Championship
20th annual Red River Shootout.

Here is a rundown, with photos. Games follow.

OSCO 2022 SCHOLASTIC CHAMPIONSHIP
The OSCO scholastic season finished on April 2 at the
finals event hosted by Jenks Middle School in Jenks, OK.
Tournaments for High School, Middle School, and
Elementary School led to selecting the top school teams
statewide in each category, plus four players to
represent the state at the national events this summer
held concurrent with the U.S. Open, in Southern
California.

Editor: Tom Braunlich
Asst. Ed. Rebecca Rutledge
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In This Issue:
•
Amburgy Earns FM Title
•
Szabad Chess Collection
•
Dee Drake 1947-2022
•
Plus News Bites, Game of the
Month, Puzzles, Top 25 List,
Tournament Reports, and more.
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Top-rated Ryan Amburgy (2306) won the top
title again and qualified for the Denker
National Tournament of High School
Champions. This will be his third time at the
Denker, but as a 12th grader this year it will
be his last.

The game Barnes-Amburgy is GOTM page 12.

Elizabeth Braddy (1620) qualified for the
Ruth Haring National Tournament of Girls
State Champions, for the 3rd time.
Raymond Jiang (1671) won the middle
school event and qualified for the Dewain
Barber National Tournament of Middle School
State Champions.
Liam Applegate (1296), of Broken Arrow,
qualified for the Rockefeller National
Tournament of Elementary School State
Champions.

Maxwell Barnes receives OSCO Hall of Fame award from OCA
President Chris Amburgy.
Below: scholastic stars Oscar Wang, Max Barnes, and Ryan
Amburgy.

The top team tiles went to:
Jenks High School/Freshman Academy
(Jenks, pictured below), with Ryan Amburgy,
Roman Miller, Liam Glynn, Parker Kras,
Sarabjot Singh, Juan Diego Hernandez,
Hakeem Hussein, Brooke Waters. Team
sponsor: Lynne Dooley.

Top Middle School went to Classen SAS
Middle School (Oklahoma City).
Top Elementary School went to Country
Lane Elementary (Broken Arrow).
Maxwell Barnes (2012) was awarded
induction into the OSCO Hall of Fame,
traditionally given to students who reach the
milestone of an expert rating (above 2000).
OSCO now has eight names on this list.
Congrats Max!
The tournament was directed by Jerry
Casteel, assisted by Joe Veal, Josie Braddy,
and Rebecca Rutledge.

OKLAHOMA SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
On the same weekend as the junior event, the
“Seniors” (over age 50) played their
championship in Stroud, OK, and picked their
representative for the state at the Irwin
National Tournament of Senior State Champions
also to be held concurrent with the U.S. Open
in July.
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Four NMs (Amburn, Unruh, Hulsey, and
Braunlich) were among 14 players fighting for
the state senior title in this special event
organized by Harold Brown, which he hopes
will become an annual standard OCA event.

RED RIVER SHOOT OUT — XX
On April 23, the 20th “Red River Shootout” —
the annual fun team tournament between the
“most fanatical players in Oklahoma and
Texas” — ended in a solid win for the Oklahoma
team 17½ - 10½. I believe this evens the series
score between the teams at 10 – 10!
Wayne Hatcher held down the top board for the
Okies, upsetting expert John Capps. He holds
the traveling trophy in the photo below and his
win is in the GAMES section.

The participants in the 2022 Oklahoma Senior.

The
NMs
had
10
Oklahoma
State
Championship titles between them, and
especially it was nice to see six-time
champion Tom Amburn competing for the
first time in over six years.
Oklahoma Team. FRONT ROW: Joe Zacharias, Jake Ferguson, Carl
Latino, Rubin Wells, Wayne Hatcher, Bruce Wells, William Lin, and
Gianluca Rodriguez. BACK ROW: Rishi Rathi, Andrew Kennedy, cocaptains Jim Berry and Rebecca Rutledge, Preston Koloen, Shaun
Graham, Viraj Singh, and Eli Mooney. (Photo: R.Rutledge.)

NM Tom Amburn v. NM Tom Braunlich in Rd 3 game. (Photo:
Mike Tubbs). See GAMES section for this game.

Over the past 20 years lots of players have
participated in this friendly event, including
some pretty good ones like future GM Jeffery
Xiong. Bruce Wells has played in all 20 RRSOs!
This year a large contingent of Stillwater
players made the drive down to the border
town of Davis (on I-35) to the comfortable
venue at the Treasure Valley Casino.

NM Tom Braunlich and NM Chuck Unruh tied
for 1st with 3½ points out of 4 rounds, with
Chuck yielding the qualification spot since he
is a USChess officer and will be busy during
the U.S.Open anyway and unable to play.

The Oklahoma
team captains
were Jim Berry
and
Rebecca
Rutledge.

Harold Brown sponsored the event with very
generous prizes. He was also TD, assisted by
David Luscomb.

Texas captain
was Tom Crane.
Thanks to him
for organizing it and making it comfortable for
everyone. Crane was also the TD, assisted by
Christopher J. Wood and Nicole Niemi.

Crosstable here:

http://www.uschess.org/msa/XtblMain.php?202204032952-10386161

Several games from this event are presented
in the GAMES section below.

The next edition is already scheduled for April
of 2023. …
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Istvan Szabad’s lecture on his
extensive collection of some 60
chess sets on May 8 at the
Tulsa Midtown Chess Club was
more about the stories they
evoke from him rather than
details about design.
He explained that each one
allows him to return to a
different land, or sometimes a
different time. “You can see
the world.”
For example, when showing his
“Austrian Coffee House Set” he
spoke of it being the first chess
set he ever laid eyes on, when
he was a boy in his native
Hungary. After a long day in
the country with his father they went to a pub
where chess was being played. “What is this?”
he asked his father. “It is a game.” This
particular set design, popular for decades in

the region, is distinguished by a gigantic ball
on top of the bishop’s head – of the opposite
color – rather than the traditional ‘miter’ hat
with a cut in it, as most European sets have.
He was mystified by the
pieces,
and
has
continued to be so
throughout his life as he
lived
many
places
(including in Cuba for
many years) and ended
up in the United States
over 15 years ago.
Chess fans in our area
now know him is the
very friendly player
(called
“Steve”)
frequently
seen
at
tournaments, who often
shows up with an
unusual set to play on!
4
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He selects whatever he feels like to use for
the day, and seemingly never the same set
twice.
He never lost the sense of mystery that first
encounter with the Austrian set gave him, and
about 15 years ago he started collecting
examples of sets from cultures all over the
world, and from different eras.
For examples, he has numerous sets from
Russia during the Soviet era, ranging from
cheap mass-market versions to more elegant
designs preferred by Tal or Botvinnik. He
pointed out how the pre-Soviet sets had a
cross on top of the King’s head, but after the
revolution this was replaced by a non-religious
symbol like a ball or finial, because Christianity
was outlawed then. The photo below shows his
Russian sets lined up in a row, from different eras.

and modern commercial versions such as
the reproduction of the Fischer-Spassky
1972 set (reviewed page 23 in this issue
by Chris Walker).
He has sets used in the
world championships,
and of course also the
Dubrovnik
(in both
versions), some say is
the most beautiful one
(which he wrote about
for us in the OCM in
2017).

Soviet sets from different eras. I like the pointy Bishops.

Steve brought so many sets he only picked out one
example of each piece to show – one of each of the
six basic chess pieces from King to Pawn. So each
little row of six in these photos represents an
example of an entire set.
He has all the various American classic designs,
from the Windsor to the Drueke Player’s Choice,

He also spoke about
the
controversy
regarding the wellknown “Zagreb” set
design. This set is
lovely
and
quite
popular, sold by House
of Staunton, and is
supposed to be a
reproduction
of
a
design used in the
Candidates tournament in Zagreb in
1959, which was Bobby Fischer’s first
Candidates event. However, he showed
us photos from the event that prove that
they were using the “Dubrovnik” design
instead (from 1950) and NOT the
distinctive Zagreb design you can buy in
many places. It appears that the entire
Zagreb
design
is
a
modern-day
5
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fabrication given the name to imply
a certain pedigree for marketing
He has Islamic sets (with a Crescent
instead of a cross on the king),
Peruvian sets, versions from all
over Europe including Ukraine, as
well as some 19th century designs
like the Edinburgh set (the precursor to the Staunton standard)
and the odd Czech design. He has
the special set created for the
Mechanics Chess Club in San
Francisco. He has the current FIDE
world championship chess set
(which I call the Suleiman the
Magnificent set because the king
has a giant “turban” on his head
like the great Ottoman leader).
Each of these he picked up and told
something he enjoys about it. The
Peruvian set, for example, had a
Llama instead of a Knight (horse),
because horses weren’t native to
pre-Spanish Peru.
The next time you get paired with
Steve, ask him to tell you about the
set he’s brought with him. You’ll go
on a journey…

Steve with David Beebe and
Roger Earl.
Left: Peruvian Set
Below: Czech Set.
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NM Dee Drake 1947-2022
By Tom Braunlich

A strange coincidence happened at the state
senior championship this year.

youngster and later in life, organizing chess
wherever he went.

At the tournament, April 2-3 (see report
above), Tom Amburn asked if any of the
assembled veteran players had any information
about another Okie NM from the ‘old days’ —
Dee Drake. They had played in the same high
school club in the 1960s, although Drake was
four years older. The last anyone had heard is
that Drake was living in Texas. His peak rating
had been over 2200 in the ‘80s, but he hadn’t
played at all since then.

Drake was a top high school chessplayer in
the state and junior state champ twice. He
was a regular challenger for the overall state
title in the late ‘60s and ‘70s (finally winning
it in 1982). He won the Oklahoma City Open
as can be seen in this interesting article
from the Daily Oklahoman in 1968 which has
a photo of him at age 20, the only photo I’ve
been able to find:

After the event was over, Harold
Brown researched Drake and
found he might be living in Vidor,
Texas, east of Houston near the
Louisiana/Texas border. Amburn
attempted to contact Drake
immediately but came back with
an astonishing result — Drake had
passed away on the very same
weekend
of
the
senior
championship!
“Sorry to say I was too late,”
Amburn wrote me. “Today I found
an obituary.
Died April 2,
2022. 75 years old. Obit includes
references to being raised in
Tulsa, living in Sands Springs at
one
time,
and
a
chess
master. Definitely him. … Truly
saddening; a reminder that you
shouldn't wait to reach out to
people.”
Drake had been a driving force, literally, for
many young players in the 1970s, organizing a
chess club at Carver Middle School in Tulsa
where he was a math teacher, and often drove
the team to tournaments. But this was just an
extension of what he himself did as a

Tom Amburn remembers, “Drake was the
force behind the Eli Whitney chess club [in
Tulsa] when I was in seventh grade. He was
a junior at Hale HS then. After a good initial
meeting
with many
attendees, the
attendance dropped to the six to ten range,
so the Nathan Hale HS chess club took us
7
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in. We met at individuals’ houses on Friday
or Saturday nights. Usually we played a
quick (no clocks) 5- round tournament. Then
at 10:30 or so went to a pizza place. I think
that continued through my eighth-grade
year. Drake won the junior state title (under
18) those two years.”
Drake soon became a solid 2000-strength
player. After a stint in the Navy he became a
math teacher and by 1974 he began teaching
starting up then along with
the nearby high school Booker T Washington
where I was going as a 10th grader and brand
new tournament player myself.
Drake coached Carver to a national team
championship.
One of Drake’s students at Carver, Leon
Harvey (who has recently returned to
tournament chess), offers this remembrance
of how Drake affected many young players in
those days in the mid-70s:
“Dee was my math teacher and started and
led the Carver middle school chess team. He
loved the game and found that five or six of
us were really interested in chess. He
coached us, took us to our first USCF
tournaments locally, and then on the road to
Wichita, Chattanooga, Chicago, St. Louis and
Cleveland. (Drake had bought a large
camper-truck and the kids would hang out in
the back camper while Dee drove the truck.
– TB) Cleveland was where the Carver team
won the North American Middle School team
championship; we were undefeated in 4x4
team matches there. Dee drove us there in a
heavy snowstorm once we hit Indiana. It was
so cold in Cleveland we could barely enjoy
White Castle.”

RYAN AMBURGY

“Dee was also an antique rifle collector. He
showed us how to load, clean and shoot a
‘trap door’ or many of the other old muzzleloaded black powder type weapons.”

Ryan earned the FM title this past month.
See article page 14. Here we see him
pictured at one of his first events, in 2015.

“The lessons from Dee affected me all of my
life and contributed to who I became. He
made similar impressions on many of us.”
8
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Answers Next
Page

White to move and win.

Drake played the Polish Opening often as
white (1. b4) and taught it to all his
students. Indeed, for many years in the ‘70s
it was all the rage for the juniors in
Oklahoma to play this opening. But I didn’t;
I was a Fischer fan (1. e4 always!). I
remember Drake telling me that the
standard main line for the Polish which
many book authors recommended was
actually good for white – namely 1. b4, e5
2. Bb2, Bxb4 3. Bxe5 “and white has won a
center pawn for a wing pawn!” Drake would
say. He was right.
I didn’t hang out with Drake in those days,
but I did benefit from his generosity. One
day Rollie Tesh and I decided on a whim
that we wanted to drive down to Houston
for a tournament. Drake actually loaned his
camper truck to us for the trip. How many
people would loan their truck to a couple of
nerdy kids for an eight-hour trip? (The
drawback was it had no radio and its
cassette player had only one tape to listen
to – the Best Hits of The Platters. I was sick
of doo-wop music by the end of that trip.)

White to move and win.

The Shocking Runaway Mystery
Then in January 1977 Drake shocked chess
players all over the state. His actions have
The local news stations in Tulsa were reporting
that teacher Dee Drake had disappeared with a
male student and gone “on the run.” He had quit
his teaching job shortly before that, and took off
with the kid after a chess club meeting.
There was a nationwide manhunt for them. For
months it was major news in Tulsa. The 15-yearold student was from a prominent Tulsa family
and
reward was offered, etc.
That’s all we knew, but of course speculation was
rampant.
In October 1977, after nine months, the police
finally tracked them down at a chess tournament
in Chicago. They had been traveling around the
country playing in tournaments under false
names, and the authorities used rating records to
find them, with cooperation from USCF.
Drake surrendered and was returned here to face
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Don’t forget about your bishops! Both of these puzzles feature Bs lurking across the board…
(1) 1. Bf6! Bxf6 2. e5! and now the B on c2 helps threaten Qh7 mate, and Black can do
nothing about it.
(2) 1. Rd8+, Kh7 2. Rh8+!! (A good pattern to remember. White forces the black king onto
the same diagonal as the innocent-looking B on b2.) 2… Kxh8 3. Qxh6+! (because the g-pawn
is now pinned…) 3. … Kg8 4. Rd8+ and mate.

criminal charges. Local chessplayers were
watching this from afar, and expecting the
investigation would surely reveal some facts
about what this was all about. But that was
not to be the case.
A grand jury probe was convened to consider
in secret possible charges against Drake,
including serious molestation and kidnapping
felony charges. Months went by. Finally after
a year a plea bargain was announced, in which
Drake pled ‘no contest’ to ‘inducing or
permitting a minor to become delinquent,’
while more serious charges were dropped. The
misdemeanor carried a six-month jail
sentence.
District Attorney S. M. ‘Buddy’ Fallis Jr. said
there wasn’t strong enough corroborative
evidence for more serious charges to be
successfully brought to trial, and stated that
he thought the plea bargain was important to
get a conviction for future deterrence
purposes and to “prevent Drake from being
employed subsequently by any school
system.” (Oklahoma Eagle, Dec 14, 1978,
page 13).
But for the local chess players following this

disturbing incident, this vague result left the
whole thing unexplained and unsatisfactory.
Few facts had been made public.
For two years every news report about this
high-profile event would note that Drake had
been the sponsor of the chess club at school —
with the result that the reputation of
scholastic chess was ruined here among
parents. It had been in a fledgling state at that
time in the late 1970s, but was making
progress toward becoming organized. However
this incident set back the arrival of scholastic
chess here for perhaps at least 10 years as
parents understandably steered kids away.
But in recent years I’ve had more than one
person tell me there were extenuating
circumstances for Drake, and the event was
not necessarily what it appears to be on the
surface, and not what most people were
assuming. But it isn’t appropriate to go into
other claims here since we don’t know any
facts. Apparently Drake himself never spoke
about this in public. (If he did, let me know
what you’ve heard.)
When Drake got out of jail and returned to
Tulsa, his career as a teacher was over. His

Visit ochess.org
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return to chess also met a chilly reception. Most players viewed him with suspicion. For
example, I had to play him on board 1 in the last round of the Jerry Spann Memorial (State
Championship) in 1980, and it was very awkward.
He lived in Sand Springs (a suburb of Tulsa) where he ran a pawnshop, but true to form he built a
little chess club playing space in the storage room behind the shop and got a humble but
convenient club going there. It was active for a few years and hosted some small tournaments in
its cramped spaces. He hosted a memorial tournament for Robert Ware there.
Drake continued in tournaments, winning the state tile in 1982, and got his rating over 2200 to
earn the NM title. However, perhaps his reputation continued to plague him, and he may have
wanted to ‘start over’ somewhere else because he moved to Texas and quit tournament chess
completely. Apparently he never had any further run-ins of this nature with the law and he went
on to be a father and a grandfather, according to his obituary in Texas, available here.
Tom Amburn sent this game that Drake won from him, presented below. He remarks, “Drake
loved to study the endgame and was very good at it. Also, he was killer speed chess player.”

Drake, Dee (2154)
Amburn, Tom (2264)
[C18]
Holiday Open 30/30, 12.1981
Amburn said this game was played in a little private
invitational tournament in December 1981. Amburn
had just won the Stillwater Open in November of
1981 with a 5-0 score. A few months after this Drake
won the state championship, and later made master
as well. Time control was only “30/30” — that is 30
moves every 30 minutes, with no increment.

16.Kh1 Rdg8 17.Nd2 Kb8 18.Qe1 Qc7
19.Qf2 Rh7 20.h3 Ne7 21.Rb2 Qa5 22.Rfb1
Bc6 23.Qf3 Qc7 24.g4 Qd7 25.a4 g5 26.a5
h5
[26...a6]
27.Rxb7+?

1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.Nc3 Bb4 4.e5 c5 5.a3
Bxc3+ 6.bxc3 Qc7 7.Nf3 Bd7 8.Be2 Ba4
9.Ra2 c4 10.0-0 Nc6 11.Bg5 Nge7 12.Nd2 h6
13.Bxe7 Qxe7 14.f4 g6 15.Nf3 0-0-0

27…Qxb7?
[Time trouble.
27...Bxb7-+ 28.a6 hxg4!
29.Qxg4 gxf4 30.Qf3 Rg3]
28.Rxb7+ Kxb7 29.gxh5 gxf4 30.Qxf4 Nf5
31.Bg4 Rhg7 32.Nf1 Rf8 33.Bxf5 exf5
34.Qxf5 Kc7 35.Ng3? [35.Qf6 Rgg8 36.Qd6+]
35...Rxg3 36.e6 Kd8? 37.e7+
1-0
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Barnes, Max (2012)
Amburgy, Ryan (2306) [A01]
OSCO Scholastic State Championship (4),
02.04.2022
[Notes by Braunlich]
Longtime rivals in scholastic contests, Max and
Ryan fought it out once again in the last round
of this year's OSCO state high school final. It is
Ryan's last OSCO game as he is a senior this
year. Max had defeated Ryan earlier this year
with 1. b3 in a previous OSCO tournament, so
Ryan came prepared with a new line.
1.b3
The Larsen's Opening has become very popular
in recent years, partly I think because of the
influence of Nakamura, who is deadly with it in
blitz. Also, it makes an easy-to-learn repertoire
for white. But if black is prepared he tends to
get a good game as there are ways for him to
get a good grip on the center. In this game

6...Be6!?
This relatively rare move in the database may
be special prep by Ryan, or something
recently recommended in one of the many
new opening books and Chessable courses on
the Larsen. The main line is 6...Bd6 which
protects the e-pawn in case white goes Bb5
and black hopes to castle and play a quick
attack with ...f5. The database shows even
chances from that position. However, Ryan's
approach is reminiscent of the "English
Attack" in the Sicilian, but reversed. He will
play ...f6 to bolster his e-pawn, and envisions
0-0-0 and attacking with a push of the g-pawn
instead, as happens in this game.
7.Qc2

[One of Boris Spassky's most famous games was
played with this line — his 17-move trounce of
Larsen. It is well worth a look if you've never
seen it: 4.Nf3 e4 5.Nd4 Bc5 6.Nxc6 dxc6 7.e3
Bf5 8.Qc2 Qe7 9.Be2 0-0-0 10.f4 Ng4 11.g3 h5
12.h3 h4! 13.hxg4 hxg3 14.Rg1 Rh1! 15.Rxh1 g2
16.Rf1 Qh4+ 17.Kd1 gxf1Q+ 0-1 (17) Larsen,B Spassky,B Belgrade 1970]

[Max plays the most common response for
white, but surely 7.Bb5 is the most Larsenish
move here, pressuring white's center. One
master game went: 7...f6 8.Ne2 Nb6 9.Nbc3
Be7 10.d4 0-0 11.Bxc6 bxc6 12.Qc2Ķ Qe8
13.Nb1!? c5 14.dxe5 fxe5 15.Nd2 Bd6 16.0-0
a5 17.a4 Qg6 18.Qxg6 hxg6 19.Rfc1 Rfd8
20.Ng3 Rab8 21.Bc3 (21.Nge4 c4) 21...c4
22.Nxc4 Bxc4 23.bxc4 Nxc4 24.Be1 Nb2
25.Bxa5 Nd3 26.Rxc7! Rf8 27.Rd7 Bb4 28.Bxb4
Nxb4 29.a5 Rfc8 30.h4 Rc4 31.a6 Nxa6
32.Rxa6 Rb1+ 33.Nf1 Rcc1 34.Ra8+ Kh7
35.Rdd8 Rxf1+ 36.Kh2 Rh1+ 37.Kg3 1-0 (37)
Li,S (2526)Li,B (2319) China 2005]

4...d5 5.cxd5 Nxd5 6.a3

7...Qd7 8.Nf3 f6

1...e5 2.Bb2 Nc6 3.c4
[3.e3 tends to
transpose unless black wants to play 3...g6]
3...Nf6 4.e3

Now we have a reversed version of a Taimanov
Sicilian, where it is unclear how much white's
extra tempo helps him.
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with counterplay. So he tries to castle
queenside but pressure on the f-file will be
tough for white too.]
16...Rf8 17.Nd2 Qf5 18.0-0-0
[Correctly offering a pawn for some relief,
but Ryan of course pursues active play
instead.]
18...0-0-0

Black already appears a bit better here.
White's Larsen bishop is already blunted. White
can castle kingside but will have to face the
English Attack when black plays ... 0-0-0, g7g5-g4 etc. Or he can castle queenside, but that
is the side he'd like to be attacking on himself.
9.Be2
[9.Nc3 I think is needed, to either trade an
attacker or possibly have Ne4 if black pushes
the g-pawn.]
9...g5 10.d3 g4 11.Nh4 [11.Nfd2 !?] 11...Be7
12.g3 f5

19.Rdf1
[19.d4!? looks like a logical way to seek
relief to me, hoping to trade queens even if
it costs a pawn, but the computer gives
about six ways to get a dead won game for
black.]
19...Bg5!
[A real killer move. The pin of the N
prevents white from playing Kb1 to free it
(because white loses material), which means
white must go into contortions.]
20.Bc3

13.Nxf5!?
[13.Nd2 f4! would be winning for black so Max
tries some clever tactics. However, it doesn't
help much.]
13...Bxf5 14.e4 Be6 15.exd5 Bxd5 16.Rg1

[20.Kb1 Bxd2 21.Qxd2 was probably white's
best chance anyway, but now besides
...Bxb3 black has even better with ...Bf3!
getting rid of white's key bishop and pressure
on d3 becomes unbearable then.]
20...Bf3! 21.Re1
23.Rd1 Qf3

Bxe2

22.Rxe2

Rxd3

(see diagram next page)

[Max may have initially intended 16.0-0 but
then black has a strong automatic attack with
...0-0-0, h5-h4, Nd4 etc. White is too slow
13
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[An odd double attack on e2 and c3.] 24.Re3
Rxe3 [24...Bxe3 25.Qxd3] 25.fxe3 Qxe3
[With two pawns and an attack black is
winning, but white plays on out of momentum,
no doubt in time trouble with the fast time
control here.]
26.Kb1 Rf2 27.Kb2 Qe2 28.b4 Nd4 29.Bxd4
exd4 30.Kc1 d3 31.Qc3

31…Rf6!
A nice redeployment of the R toward c6 while
at the same time blocking Qc3-h8+.
32.Qd4
[32.b5 is met by …b6 with idea …Rf5-c5]
32...Rc6+ 33.Kb2 Qxd1
35.Nb3 Rc2#
0-1

34.Qh8+

Bd8

in the IM and GM titles.) The player’s
federation then sends in the paperwork to
FIDE and it gets approved there.
OCA president Chris Amburgy has
confirmed that FIDE has accepted the
title application they sent in.

RYAN AMBURGY EARNS FIDE
“FM” TITLE
Congratulations to Ryan Amburgy of Jenks, who
has officially earned the “FM” title from FIDE,
and thus becomes the first homegrown Okie to
be awarded this international permanent title.
(I’m not counting Advait Patel for this claim
since he was already a master-strength player
when he arrived in Oklahoma and thus,
arguably, not a ‘homegrown’ player here.)
To get the title one must simply achieve a FIDE
rating over 2300. (No ‘norms’ are required, as

FM stands for “FIDE Master” and is the
third highest chess master title available,
and is more prestigious than the American
“National Master” (NM) title.

OCA MEMBERSHIP MEETING
The annual meeting will be held Sunday,
June 26, 8:30am, during the Jerry Spann
Memorial — Oklahoma State Championship
tournament sponsored by OCA. (See tourney
info, page 21). All OCA members can attend.
Election of officers and issues for
discussion are on the agenda, which is
included in full on the next page:
14

Oklahoma Chess Association
Annual Membership Meeting
Agenda
Current OCA Board Members: Chris Amburgy, president; Harold Brown, vice president; Jerry Casteel, treasurer; Chuck Unruh,
past president; Rebecca Rutledge, secretary; Paul Covington, at large; Stephen Gehly, at large; Joe Veal, at large.

June 26, 2022

•

Call to Order – Establish Quorum
Review of Minutes from 2021 Annual Meeting
Financial Report
Year in Review — OCA Status Report
• Accomplished Projects
• Bank Account Change
• Oklahoma Blitz Championship
• Oklahoma Senior Championship
• Name Change-Jerry Spann Memorial, Oklahoma Open State Championship
• Oklahoma Chess Magazine-Official OCA Publication
• Status Reports on Current Projects
• Non-Profit Status for OCA – Harold Brown
• Tournament Clearinghouse - All
• Possible “Rozsa Cup” closed invitational – Paul Covington
• Scholastic Update
2022-23 Board Elections
o President
o Vice-President
o Treasurer
o Secretary
o At-Large
o At-Large
o At-Large
New Business – Matters up for Discussion or Proposals
• Discussion of 1985 State Championship Winner / Official Recognition (Tom Amburn)
• Proposal for Quarterly Zoom Board Meetings (Tom Braunlich)
• 2022-23 Tournament Schedule
• Oklahoma Blitz Championship
• Oklahoma Senior Championship
• Jerry Spann Memorial, Oklahoma State Championship
• Oklahoma Closed Championship / “Rozsa Cup”?
Other Business

•

Adjourn

•
•
•
•

•

•
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19...c6 20.Nb4 Nc5 21.Nbd3 Ncxd3
22.Bxd3 Nxd3 23.Rxd3 Be5! [Nice positional
chess from Wayne. The B posts up on e5 and
white doesn't really want to exchange it and
improve black's pawn structure.]
24.Qd1 Qc7?! [24...Bxf4! 25.exf4 Qg4! would
have given interesting play for black. Now
white gets a small bind.]
25.Rcd2 [White's threat now is
producing a concession from black.]

Bxe5,

25...Bxa1 26.Qxa1 Rd7 27.Qd1 Red8 28.e4
From the RRSO:
Capps, John Thomas (2048) (TX)
Hatcher, Wayne (1921) (OK)
[A01]
Red River Shootout XX (1), 23.04.2022
[Notes by TB]
[Key top board game from this year's RRSO.
The result is a nice positional battle, teetering
back and forth between the two sides until it
finally breaks from quiet into chaos...]
1.b3 e5 2.Bb2 d6 3.e3 Nc6 4.Ne2 [Here the
normal 4.Bb5 is met with the wild 4...Qg5!?]
4...g6 5.d4 Bg7= 6.dxe5 Nxe5 7.Nbc3 Nf6
8.Nf4!? 0-0 9.Be2 b6 10.0-0 [10.h4!? That's
the modern way nowadays...]
10...Bb7 11.Qd2 a6 12.Rfd1 Re8 13.Rac1
Qd7 14.Ba1 Rad8 15.Ncd5 Ne4 16.Qb4
[White wants to establish his N outpost on d5
by getting in c2-c4.]
16...Nf6 17.c4 Qc8 18.Qe1 Nfd7

28… d5!? 29.Qg4?
[29.g3! with a big edge for white, preventing
black from playing ...d4.]
29...d4! 30.Rh3 Qe5 31.Nd3 Qg7
[White may have been expecting a kingside
attack, but Wayne's last moves have
safeguarded the king and now the question is
who has the better pawns and minor piece?]
32.e5
[No doubt 32.c5 was critical here. 32...b5
33.f4 is good for white as black's B is shut
out. So black would have played instead
32...Re7 with tactical play.; 32.c5 Re7!?
33.cxb6 Bc8]
32...c5
[Now black is comfortable and one gets the
feeling if white doesn't cook up something on
the kingside in the long term the ending is
going to be bad for him...]

19.Rc2 [19.Bd4! to discourage black's freeing
move of ...c6 would have gained advantage.]

33.Re2 Re7 34.Qh4 Rde8 35.g4? [35.f4]
35...Bc8 36.Rg3 h6 37.f4 Bd7 38.Rgg2 g5!
16
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39.Qf2 Bc6 40.Rg3 f6! [Pressure!] 41.f5

47...Qxg4+ 48.Rg3 Qxd7 49.Rxe5 Qxd5
50.Rxd5 bxc4 51.bxc4 Re1+ 52.Kg2 R1e2+
53.Kh3 Rxa2 [53...R8e4 54.Ra3 R2e3+
55.Rxe3 dxe3] 54.Rxd4 Ree2 55.Kg4 Rxh2
56.Rb3 Rh4+ 57.Kf5 Rxd4 58.c5 Rd8 59.c6
Rc8 0-1
From the Oklahoma Senior Championship:
Mulford, Michael (1762)
Amburn, Tom (2200)
[A48]
Oklahoma Senior Championship, 02.04.2022
[Notes by TB]

41…Bd7?
[A time pressure error. White now gets to
either invade on the light squares or make a
strong passed pawn with e6. Instead, black
needs to channel his inner Botvinnik and sac
the exchange here: 41...Rxe5! 42.Nxe5 fxe5
when his two running center pawns provide
great compensation.
bad time trouble didn’t have
time to decide. Missing this chance, the game
swings again, and becomes chaotic as the
players enter time pressure.]
42.Qf3 b5 43.Qd5+ Kh8 44.Nxc5 fxe5 45.f6
[Winning a piece, but the simple 45.Rf2 is even
stronger. For the piece Wayne gets an active
queen with tactics that eventually work out
for him...]

1.d4 Nf6 2.Bf4 g6 3.e3 Bg7 4.Nf3 0-0 5.c4
d6 6.Nc3 Nbd7 7.Be2 c6 8.0-0 Qe8 9.h3 e5
10.Bh2 Qe7 11.Re1 Ne8 12.Rc1 f5 13.dxe5
dxe5 14.e4?! [14.Qb3] 14...f4 15.Rc2 Nef6
Harold Brown explained how he admired this
game as an example of how a veteran master
like Amburn can win from an even position
against a good player like Mulford — through
the accumulation of incremental advantages.
He begins by deadening the Bh2, then works
to dominate the dark squares.
16.Nd2 Rd8 17.Qb1 a5 18.Rd1 Nc5 19.b3
Be6 20.Rb2 Rd7 21.f3 Rad8 22.Nf1 Rxd1
23.Nxd1 Bf7 24.Rd2 Ne6 25.Rxd8+ Qxd8

45...Qxf6 46.Nxd7 Qf4

47.Rf3? [Black threatened ...Rf7 but Capps
moves 'the wrong rook.' Correct was 47.Rf2]

Amburn has succeeded in clearing the way
for ...Nd4 invasions. More importantly, he is
targeting white's B on e2 and wants to leave
him with that bad bishop, exchanging off the
other pieces as happens in the game.
Although white can reposition his Bh2 to
cover d4, Amburn is ready to swap it off with
17
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Bf8-c5 before putting the N on d4.
26.Qd3 Qc7 27.Kh1 Bf8 28.Bg1 Bc5 29.Bxc5
Nxc5 30.Qd2 Ne6 31.Nc3 Nd7 32.Na4 Ndc5
33.Nxc5 Nxc5 34.Nh2 h5 35.Nf1 Ne6 36.Qd3
Nd4 37.Bd1

bishop instead: 14...Nb6 15.Nxc8 Raxc8 with
only a small edge of two bishops in the
endgame for white.]
15.Rxd6 Re8 16.Bh6 Re6!? 17.Rxe6 fxe6

[Amburn has achieved a strategically won
game, threatening to invade on the dark
squares. White is basically playing a piece
down, as long as black keeps control.]
37...Qb6 38.Nd2 Qb4 39.Kg1 Be6 40.Kf1 Kf7
41.Nb1 Ke7
[Notice how Amburn has a bind so he can take
time to activate his king, and possibly prepare
...g5...g4 at the right moment.]
42.Qc3 g5 43.Qxb4+
[This just helps black. Now both white's
remaining pieces are practically dead. 43.Qd3
was better, keeping queens and hoping for a
chance to break out. Black will have to figure
how to break through and white needs his Q to
hope for counterplay then. 43...a4! 44.Kf2
axb3 45.axb3 b5! 46.cxb5 cxb5 47.Qc3!? was
the last chance for white, after which black
should prevent the white Q from penetrating
by 47...Qd6 48.Nd2 b4 49.Qd3 Qc5-+]
43...axb4 44.Kf2 Kd6 45.Ke1 b5 46.cxb5
Nxb5 47.Kd2 Kc5 48.Kd3 Bc8! 49.Be2 Nd4
50.Nd2 Ba6+ 51.Nc4 Nxe2 52.Kxe2 Bxc4+
53.bxc4 Kxc4 54.Kd2 b3 0-1
Braunlich, Tom (2200)
Amburn, Tom (2200)
[B08]
Okla Senior St Championship (3.1), 03.04.2022
[Notes by TB]
This was the
championship.

key

result

in

the

[This was Amburn's idea. He envisioned a
king on e7 covering the dark squares after
trading off the dangerous rook. It looks like
black should be able to slowly unravel.
There are a lot of positions in the Pirc where
the doubled e-pawns are fine. However,
white's two bishops are going to prove to be
more effective than they might look.]
18.Rd1 Kf7 19.Bc4 Ke7 20.Kd2!? a5 21.Ke3
b6
Continuing with his plan of trading off his
bad B with ...Ba6. However, Amburn lost his
sense of danger.
22.Bg5 Ba6??
A blunder, but 22...Nc5 23.b3 Ra7 24.f4 and
white is making good progress.
23.Bxa6 Rxa6 24.Rxd7+ Kxd7 25.Bxf6 Kd6

senior

1.d4 Nf6 2.Nc3 g6 3.e4 d6 4.Nf3 Bg7 5.h3 00 6.Be3 c6 7.a4 Nbd7 8.Be2 e5 9.dxe5 dxe5
10.Nd2 Qe7 11.Nc4 [So far we have played
down one of the main lines, in which white
tries to penetrate on the weak d6 square for a
slight edge.] 11...Rd8 [11...Ne8 is the move
that has had the most success for black.]
12.Qd6 Bf8 13.0-0-0 Qxd6! 14.Nxd6 Bxd6 [I
think it was better to give up the light-square

With two pieces for the rook, this is a win
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for white but it is not as easy as it might look.
I know from experience a player like Amburn
can find lots of tricks here and white has to be
careful. White needs a good move right now.

take.]
15...Qf4 16.Qg3

26.Nb1!
A "Karpovian" maneuver. White wants to play
Na3-c4 to attack e5.]
26...b5 27.Nc3! Rb6 [27...b4 28.Nb1±]
28.Bd8 Rb8
[Even though he must lose a pawn, he cleverly
makes sure my bishop is temporarily stuck
when I do...] 29.Bxa5 Ra8 30.b4 Rb8 31.axb5
cxb5 32.Kd3 Kc6 [How is white going to make
progress with his bishop stuck on a5?] 33.Nb1
[A second Karpov maneuver! The N goes to d2
where it prevents black's rook from
penetrating down the d-file and supports the
move c2-c4 freeing white's bishop.] 33...Rb7
34.Nd2 Rd7+ 35.Ke3± Rd4 36.Nf3 Rd1
37.Nxe5+ Kd6 38.Nd3! Kc6 39.h4 Rh1 40.g3
Rd1 41.Bd8 Ra1 42.Bf6 Ra2 43.Bb2 Kd6
44.Kd4 Ra8 45.c4 bxc4 46.Kxc4 Rc8+ 47.Kb3
Rf8 48.Be5+ Kc6 49.Kc4
1-0

Hulsey, Mark (2160)
Braunlich, Tom (2200) [B12]
Okla Senior St Championship (4.1), 03.04.2022
[Notes by TB]
1.e4 c6 [Last time I played him I used my
usual Najdorf and got wiped out.] 2.d4 d5
3.e5 c5 4.dxc5 e6 5.Be3 Nd7 6.Nf3 Ne7!?
7.Bd3 Nc6 8.0-0 Bxc5 9.Bxc5 Nxc5 10.Nc3
Nxd3 11.Qxd3 0-0 12.Rfe1 f6 13.Nb5!?
[13.exf6 Qxf6 14.Rad1 Bd7 would be fine for
black because the combination on d5 doesn't
work: 15.Nxd5? exd5 16.Qxd5+ Rf7]
13...fxe5 14.Nxe5 Qf6
[Hulsey had been willing to gambit a pawn
after 14...Nxe5 15.Rxe5 Qb6 16.Re3 a6 17.Nc3
Qxb2 18.Rb1 Qa3 19.Rh3 but I wasn't going to
take it.]
15.Ng4!?
[Another clever pawn offer I don't want to

16…Nd4!?
[16...Bd7 would be better, and equal, but I
mistakenly became worried about 17.Nc7
which seems to fork the e6 pawn. However,
this was shallow thinking as white can't take
it: 17...Rac8 18.Nxe6? Qxg3 19.hxg3 Rfe8 and
suddenly the two knights are skewered. So
instead I played a move that goes into an
ending I thought I probably could hold.]
17.Qxf4 ½-½
[Here Hulsey didn't feel like playing out a
slightly better good knight vs bad bishop
ending and instead offered a draw, which of
course I took. Really, white should play this
out since he can't lose and might get lucky.
The line we were both looking at was:
17.Qxf4 Rxf4 18.Nxd4 Rxd4 19.Ne5 b6
(19...Rd2? 20.Rac1 intending Nf3 is one trap
Mark had seen, an example of the dangers for
black, but he assumed I wouldn't do that.)
20.Rad1 Rxd1 21.Rxd1 Kf8 22.f4 Ke7 with a
safe but slight edge for white.]
Hulsey, Mark (2160)
Dooley, Chris (1830) [B34]
Oklahoma Senior Championship (2),
02.04.2022 [Notes by TB]
An exciting Dragon in which Dooley nicks
Hulsey for a draw, and almost got more.
1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 g6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Bg7
5.Nc3 Nc6 6.Nb3 a5 7.a4 Nf6 8.Bg5 h6
19
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9.Be3 0-0 10.f3 Kh7 11.Qd2 d6 12.0-0-0 Be6
13.h4 h5 14.g4 Ne5 15.Nd4 Bc4 16.g5 Ne8
17.b3 Bxf1 18.Rhxf1 Nc7 19.f4 Ng4 20.Bg1
d5 21.f5 dxe4 22.Qe2 Qd6 23.Ndb5 Qc6

36.Ke2 Rc8 37.Rd7 b6 38.Rfd1 Be5 39.c4
Bg3 40.Rh1 Kf8 41.Rd5 Ke7 42.Rh3 Bf4
43.Rh1 f6 44.gxf6+ Kxf6 45.Rg1 Rc6
46.Rgd1 Bg3 47.Rh1 Bd6 48.Ke3 Bc5+
49.Kf4 Re6 50.Re1 e3 51.Kf3 Re4 52.Rh1
e2 53.Re1 Rxh4 54.Rxe2 Rh3+ 55.Kg2 Rxb3
56.Rde5 Rd3 57.Re6+ Kg5 58.Rc6 Rd6
59.Rc8 h4 60.Re5

24.f6! ± exf6 25.Rd6 Qe8 26.Nxc7 Qe5
27.N7b5 f5 28.Bd4 Qg3
60…Bd4? [60...Kg4 61.Rd5 Re6-+] 61.Rd5
Rxd5 62.cxd5= Bc5 63.Re8 Kf6 64.Kh3 Kf7
65.Re6 g5 66.Re5 Kg6 67.Re6+ Kf7 68.Re5
½-½
Amburn, Thomas
Unruh, Chuck [A39]
Oklahoma Senior Championship (2),
02.04.2022
29.Qc4? [29.Qe1wins] 29...Rac8 30.Qd5 Ne3
31.Bxe3 Qxe3+ 32.Qd2

1.Nf3 Nf6 2.c4 c5 3.Nc3 g6 4.g3 Bg7 5.Bg2
0-0 6.d4 cxd4 7.Nxd4 Nc6 8.0-0 Nxd4
9.Qxd4 d6 10.Qd3 Qa5 11.Nd5 Nxd5
12.cxd5 Bd7 ½-½
Smith, Danial
Hatcher, Wayne [A34]
Oklahoma Senior Championship, 02.04.2022
[hbrow]

32…Rxc3! 33.Nxc3 Qxc3 34.Qxc3 Bxc3
Black’s pawns give excellent comp for the
exchange and he is near winning. 35.Kd1 Kg7

1.c4 c5 2.Nc3 Nf6 3.g3 d5 4.cxd5 Nxd5
5.Bg2 Nc7 6.Nf3 Nc6 7.d3 e5 8.0-0 Be7
9.Nd2 Be6 10.Nc4 f6 11.a4 Qd7 12.Re1 0-0
13.Be3 b6 14.Nb5 Nd5 15.Bd2 Rab8 16.Ne3
Nxe3 17.Bxe3 a6 18.Nc3 Nd4 19.Bxd4 cxd4
20.Ne4 Bb4 21.Rf1 Bd5 22.Nd2 Bxg2
23.Kxg2 Qd5+ 24.Kg1 Rfc8 25.Nc4 b5
26.axb5 axb5 27.e4 Qe6 28.Na3 Rc7 29.f4
Bxa3 30.Rxa3 b4
20
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Rg8 35.Ne4+ Kf7 36.Ng5+ Ke8

31.Qb3
Funny. My computer calls this as equal and
white’s best, but it can’t see that white’s R on
b3 will be stuck there the rest of the game and
eventually go lost.
31…Qxb3 32.Rxb3 Rc2
33.fxe5 fxe5 34.Rf5 g6! 35.Rf2? (35.Rf1)
Rxf2 36.Kxf2 Kf7 37.Kf3 Ke6 38.Kg4 Kd6
39.Kg5 Kc5 40.Kf6 Kb5 41.Kxe5 Ka4 42.Ra3+
bxa3 43.bxa3 Rd8 44.Kf6 Kxa3 45.e5 Kb3
46.e6 Kc3 47.e7 Ra8
0-1
Smith, Danial (1650)
Szabad, Istvan (1536)
[A34]
Oklahoma Senior Championship (3), 03.04.2022
1.c4 c5 2.Nc3 Nf6 3.e4 Nc6 4.Nge2 e5 5.d3 Bd6
6.Bg5 h6 7.Be3 Nd4 8.Bxd4 exd4 9.Nd5 Nxd5
10.exd5 Qa5+ 11.Qd2 Qxd2+ 12.Kxd2 0-0 13.g3
Be5 14.f4 Bf6 15.h4 d6 16.Bh3 Re8 17.g4 Bxh4
18.Bf1 g5 19.f5 Kg7 20.Bg2 Re3 21.Rh3 Bf2
22.Rf1 Rxh3 23.Bxh3 Be3+ 24.Kd1 Bd7 25.Ng3
f6 26.Ne4 Bf4

27.Rxf4! gxf4 28.Nxd6 Rb8 29.Ne4 b6 30.Ke2
Rh8 31.Kf3 h5 32.g5 fxg5 33.Nxg5 Kf6 34.Kxf4

37.f6 Rf8 38.Bxd7+ Kxd7 39.f7 Ke7 40.Kg3 b5
41.b3 bxc4 42.bxc4 Rb8 43.Kh4 Rb2 44.Kxh5
Rxa2 45.d6+ Kf8 46.Kg6 Rg2 47.d7 1-0
Amburn, Tom (2200)
Smith, Danial (1650) [A35]
Okla Senior Championship 2022 (4.4),
24.04.2022
1.Nf3 c5 2.c4 Nc6 3.Nc3 g6 4.e3 Nf6 5.d4
cxd4 6.exd4 d5 7.h3 Bg7 8.Be2 0-0 9.0-0
e6 10.b3 a6 11.Be3 h6 12.c5 Nd7 13.Qd2
Kh7 14.Na4 b6 15.cxb6 Nxb6 16.Nc5 a5
17.Rac1 Bd7 18.Nxd7 Qxd7 19.Bb5 Rfc8
20.Qc3 Ra7 21.Bxc6 Qd8 22.Qd2 Rac7 1-0
Mulford, Micheal (1800)
Tubbs, Mike (1762) [A47]
Oklahoma Senior Championship (2),
03.04.2022
1.d4 b6 2.Nf3 Bb7 3.Bf4 Nf6 4.h3 e6 5.e3 c5
6.c3 Nc6 7.Be2 Rc8 8.0-0 d5 9.Nbd2 Bd6
10.Bxd6 Qxd6 11.Rc1 0-0 12.Bd3 Rc7 13.Bb1
Rfc8 14.Re1 b5 15.dxc5 Qxc5 16.Nb3 Qd6
17.Nfd4 a6 18.Nxc6 Qxc6 19.Na5 Qb6 20.Nxb7
Qxb7 21.a3 a5 22.Qd2 Rc6 23.Rcd1 Rb6
24.Bd3 b4 25.cxb4 axb4 26.axb4 Rxb4 27.Rb1
g6 28.Rec1 Rb8 29.Rc2 Rb3 30.Qe2 Nd7
31.Ba6 Qb6 32.Qf1 Nc5 33.Be2 Na4 34.Qc1
Nxb2 35.Rc8+ Kg7 36.Rxb8 Qxb8 37.Qc2 Rb6
38.Bd1 Nxd1 39.Rxb6 Qxb6 40.Qxd1 Qb2
41.g3 Qe5 42.h4 h5 43.Qb1 Qc3 44.Qb8 Qf6
45.Qd6 Qf5 46.Qd7 Kf6 47.Qd8+ Ke5 48.Qh8+
f6 49.Qb8+ Ke4 50.Qb1+ Kf3 51.Qd1+ Ke4
52.Qd4+ Kf3 53.Qd1+ ½-½
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Upcoming
Tournaments
For more information see www.ochess.org
Jun 4
OKLAHOMA SATURDAY SWISS
Norman, OK
5-SS; G/30+5d; 3100 S. Berry, #100, Norman OK 73072. 3 Sections. Sponsored by Moore and
Norman chess clubs. Full info here: https://new.uschess.org/oklahoma-saturday-swiss
Jun 19
MIDTOWN QUICK QUADS
Tulsa, OK
3-RR; G/20+5 — Quick Rated Only — Midtown Tulsa Chess Club, Harvard Ave Baptist Church, 17th
and Harvard. Part of a monthly series. Full info: https://new.uschess.org/midtown-tulsa-chess-club-quick-quads
Jun 25-26

JERRY SPANN MEMORIAL –
OKLAHOMA OPEN & STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
Tulsa, OK
5-SS; G/90+30; Location: 17 West Hotel, 17 W. 7th St., downtown Tulsa. HR: $95 if reserve by
5/25, includes garage parking. (918) 585-5898 https://www.choicehotels.com/reservations/groups/CG35F2
3 Sections: Championship, Reserve (U1700), Amateur (U1300). Registration: (6/25) 9:00 to
9:45am. Rounds: 10, 2:45,7:15; Sunday 9:30,2:30. OCA annual memb. meeting 8:30am Sunday.
Prizes: $3,000 based upon 100 entries. 1st prize each section guaranteed. Plaques for topscoring Oklahoman in each section. Championship: 1st $600, 2nd $400, 3rd $200, Top U1900
$150 Reserve: 1st $450, 2nd $250, 3rd $150, Top U1500 $100 Amateur: 1st $300, 2nd $200, top
U1000 $100, top unrated $100. Entry Fee: $60 if registered by June 22. $75 online after 6/22 or
onsite. (Masters 2200+ FREE, deducted from winnings). $20 discount for scholastic players who
register for the amateur section. $15 to play up to Championship section if USCF rating < 1600.
Advance Entries online here: https://www.ochess.org/ok2022 Or register via snail mail by 6/22 to:
Oklahoma Chess Association, c/o Harold Brown, 9015 S. Maplewood Ave., Tulsa OK 74137. For
FULL information see ochess.org or https://new.uschess.org/jerry-spann-memorial-oklahoma-open-state-championship
Jul 22-24
KANSAS OPEN
Wichita, KS
5-SS; Red Roof Inn, 6815 Kellogg Dr., Wichita. Details: http://www.kansaschess.org/htdocs/2022KansasOpen.pdf
Aug 13 / Aug 20
STEVE WHARRY CONSAT CLASSIC
Tulsa OK
4-SS with two traditional G/90+30 games played on each of two Consecutive Saturdays. Harvard
Avenue Baptist Church, 3235 E. 17th St. (17th & Harvard), Tulsa. Three Sections: Open,
Reserve (U1800), Novice (U1300). Prizes (b/30): Open: 1st- $200, X: $100, A: $100. Reserve: 1st
-$125, C: $100, D: $100. Novice: 1st $125. U1000/UNR: $100. More if entries allow. REG: Each
day, 9:00-10:15am. Rounds: 10:30am and 3:00pm each day. BYES: Two ½-point byes for either
day if you can’t make it to one of the game days. Entry Fee: $30 for both days, $20 per day if
you can only play one. Entries: www.paypal.me/Braunlich or T.Braunlich, 1502 S. Boulder,
#18C, Tulsa OK 74119. Info: tom.braunlich@cox.net LS W. Free coffee and refreshments.
SEP 10-11
FRANK K BERRY MEMORIAL
Oklahoma City OK
5-SS, G/90;+30. Wyndham Garden Hotel OKC Airport, 2101 S. Meridian Ave, OKC, OK, 73108.
405-685-4000. HR: $95. Three Sections: Open, Reserve (U1800), Novice (U1300). Prizes
$$2000. Full Info here: https://new.uschess.org/7th-fkb-memorial Inquiries: tom.braunlich@cox.net.
Website: ochess.org
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FISCHER 50th ANNIVERSARY

We are soon coming up on the 50th anniversary of the legendary Fischer-Spassky match, the
world famous event that changed chess forever in 1972. You will be reading a lot about it in the
chess media this Summer and Fall — so let’s get a jump on it! Here are two related reviews:
• John Donaldson reviews two new books on the match.
• Chris Walker reviews the reproduction of the specially commissioned set used in 1972.

By IM John Donaldson

REVIEW:
The Road to Reykjavik:
Bobby Fischer’s Incredible Journey
to the World Championship
by Tibor Karolyi
Front page of the L.A. Times on the last day of the match, 1972.

books, enough that most Fischer fans will want both
of them.

and
now The Road to Reykjavik: Bobby
Fischer’s Incredible Journey to the
World Championship by Tibor Karolyi
has appeared.
The two books are similar in that they
focus on the years 1970 and 1971 when
Fischer turned in some of the most
dominant performances in chess
history. Understandably this means the
authors have selected many of the
same games, but there are also
significant differences between these

Karolyi, a well-respected author, who has written a
number of outstanding works most notably on
Kasparov, Karpov and Tal, begins his examination of
Fischer earlier than Timman. The first 80 pages of his
432-page work are devoted to Fischer’s early career
before he examines Bobby’s return to the
international arena in the spring of 1970.
One significant difference between the two books is
that Karolyi spends more time on games in which
Fischer was struggling. Everyone remembers Bobby’s
best games and his tournament victories, but
brilliancies don’t always translate into first place
finishes. Often it is the lost positions that are saved
that prove the difference between a good and great
performance.
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player, opening and name indexes. It also has
excellent proof reading and fact checking,
additional areas where Quality Chess shines
compared to other publishers.

Even more impressive was his escape from
seemingly certain death at the hands of
Walter Browne earlier in the year at
Rovinj/Zagreb. Karolyi shows how Fischer
obtained a serious advantage out of the
opening, but then made several mistakes
putting him on the brink of defeat. Bobby
then adjusted to his new situation and put
up constant problems for his opponent,
eventually drawing in a 98-move struggle.
The notes to this game are an instructive
contrast between the computer evaluations
that show White winning throughout and
Fischer’s inspired defense, which put the
human element front and center.
What is one to make of this? Karolyi points
out Fischer was partly lucky, but also putup tremendous resistance utilizing all
resources at his disposal. He points out few
similar saves are to be found in the play of
Karpov and Kasparov.
This is unquestionably true, but possibly
due to the fact they seldom found
themselves in such difficult situations.
Karpov, in particular, rarely took the sort of
risks Fischer was willing to accept when
trying to win with Black. One could also
make the case Bobby sometimes let his
guard down when playing non-elite players.
This was certainly the case when he faced
21-year-old Walter Browne who had only
recently earned the Grandmaster title.
Incidentally, Browne appears to be only the
second American player Fischer faced
during his entire career who was younger
than him (Bernard Zuckerman, born a few
weeks after Bobby, is the other).
Like all Quality Chess books The Road to
Reykjavik, which sells for $35 hardback/
$30 paperback, is a first-rate production in
every sense of the word. Printed on high
quality paper and neatly laid out it features

The Road to Reykjavik is must reading for all
Fischer
fans,
especially
now
as
the
th
50 anniversary draws near.

The Fischer-Spassky Set
Used in the 1972 World Championship
Match
Hello Oklahoma Chess Lovers. It is Chris Walker
here to bring you another chess set review.
In honor of the upcoming 50th Anniversary, let’s
look at the special “Fischer-Spassky” chess set
design, sometimes also called the “Reykjavik,”
that was used in the famous match in 1972.
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It is an iconic set that symbolizes what the
Cold War was all about. West vs East,
Capitalism vs Communism. The match between
Bobby Fischer and Boris Spassky was the climax
of the Cold War in the era of chess. The Soviet
Union was a pure powerhouse chess machine
empire. The rest of the world couldn’t
compete against them on the board … until
Bobby Fischer came along. He was able to go
up against the mighty Soviets and compete in
the World Championship Match against Boris
Spassky.

There was lots of off-the-board drama and
gamesmanship. His antics were front-page
news around the world. I think that we know
how rigid and inflexible Bobby was during the
games. However Bobby managed to pull off
the upset of the century. He broke the long
reign of Soviet dominance and became World
Champion.

Yugoslavia in defiance of a UN sport sanction
against the country. Fischer won but became
a fugitive from the United States. He never
returned to America and was laid to rest in
Iceland in 2008.
The Set Design
A special chess set commissioned for the
1972 match became about as iconic as the
match itself. You will see reproductions of it
under the names of the “Reykjavik 1972” or
“Fischer-Spassky” set. Who made this iconic
set? This set was designed by Jaques of
London – the famous long-standing maker of
chess sets in the UK which originated the
basic Staunton pattern in the mid-1800s.
They were the name behind the Staunton
design for many years.
Other than the connection to the 1972
match, what is it about this set that draws a
desire to own it? For me personally, I find
this set very appealing on its own, beyond
the connection to the 1972 match. It is
simple but yet has enough detail to be
acceptable to be used in the World
Championship.
It is my favorite among all the set designs
used in World Championships.

There was a chess boom in the United States
from the build up and win Bobby delivered.
However both the boom and Bobby’s triumph
as World Champion was short lived.
To use a Star Wars analogy: Fischer in 1972
was the “Star Wars: A New Hope” for chess –
but in 1975 we had “The Empire Strikes Back.”
Fischer forfeited his title to Anatoly Karpov.
There was no “Return of The Jedi.” Fischer
dropped out of chess professionally until a
brief rematch against Boris Spassky in 1992 in

The design of the King and Queen were
classic Staunton. The Bishop has a pleasing
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nearly spherical bulb-shaped head with a wide
straight angled cut; not cutting the ball finial
and no over gouging down the miter cut. The
Knight is a great combination of simplicity and
fine detail. The Rook is the only piece I find a
bit underwhelming and out of place. The Pawn
again with the classic Staunton design.
This is the set that pulled off the perfect
balance between simple and fine detail
designs, except perhaps for the Rook.
Beware the Terrible Knight!
I had wanted to own a reproduction of this
iconic set for many years. It was offered for
sale by several vendors. However, there was a
problem. Reproductions I’d seen prior to 2019
had a poorlydone Knight that
was too bland
and
had
no
connection
to
the original set’s
elegant carving
from Jaques of
London.

Around 2019 and 2020 I started seeing chess
vendors deliver the correct Knight design
that was used in 1972. It piqued my interest
in owning a true reproduction of the original
Jaques of London design. So in 2020 I was
able to acquire the reproduction of the
Fischer-Spassky Championship set. As I said
it isn’t what this set is connected to that
interests me. It is that sweet spot of simple
and fine detail that draws me towards loving
the design.
I purchased my reproduction FischerSpassky Championship set from Royal Chess
Mall. There are a few different wood choices
but the only one I was seeking was the
Ebonized Boxwood version (currently $149).
They have an Ebony version but I am not a
fan of Ebony as a wood choice for Black.
This is the one I recommend!
If I had to get rid of all of my chess sets and
only keep one – this is the one! That is how
much I love this set design!

The elegant original Knight (left) compared to the terrible bland
Knight (right) used in some reproductions of this set.
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Chess Style
by the late NM D Ballard
(First published on his balcro.com site in 2006)

It is important for the Chess player to understand what his/her Chess
style is.
Every player has positions in which that player plays very well and
also positions in which that player plays less well. My style was that I
played rather indirectly rather than straightforwardly. This is in touch
with my personality and can be seen in my Chess games.
Some of the best materials that I read which helped me to play Chess better were books on
military strategy by the oriental authors Sun Tzu (pictured below) and Mao Tse-Tung. Perhaps,
a quick sample of the insight of each of these
strategists will show the value of each.
The ancient author Sun Tzu taught that the
opponent must be brought to the point where
he/she evaluates the situation incorrectly. The
modern author Mao Tse-Tung, in his writings,
taught that when at a disadvantage one must learn
to survive until that disadvantage can be
remedied.
The teachings on strategy by each of these persons
were well suited to my personality and style. My
generally conservative streak made me tend to
play soundly. I played best in positions in which
rather quiet moves were the moves most required.
I preferred to keep my pieces both protecting each
other and putting pressure on my opponent's
pieces. Very often I would protect against a future
threat before it was made especially if the
protecting move also did other things. This style is
the more indirect style of Chess play. Generally, when playing Black I preferred to try to
control the dark squares. Likewise, when playing White I preferred to control the light squares.
By learning about one's own style the Chess player can avoid positions where that style is not an
asset and can seek out those positions where that style is an asset.
…
From Mikhail Chigorin I learned to attack at Chess and from Emanuel Lasker I learned to play all
other positions. Emanuel Lasker had the most amazingly subtle style. He could play well in any
position but could often find things in quiet positions that were simply unbelievable. My
favorite player of the past was the great Polish Grandmaster Akiba Rubinstein (1881-1961). He
and I had many similarities of style. He played best when he was able to keep control of the
game so that it was not too tactical. Rubinstein played very solidly and could defend well. In
many of his games he obtained the very tiniest of advantages, which he then exploited in the
endgame.
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